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At Adroit Hardware Solutions (AHS), we understand the critical role

of Mobile Workforce Solutions in today's dynamic business

environment. AHS is designed to be your one-stop shop for all your

mobile workforce solution needs, offering a wide array of cutting-

edge hardware solutions and unparalleled support services.

About Us

Empower Your Mobile Workforce with

Adroit Hardware Solutions



The Power
of Mobility
In the modern business landscape, the power of

mobility is paramount. The advantages extend

beyond mere convenience, encompassing

heightened flexibility, enhanced productivity

through seamless collaboration, and improved

efficiency. Your employees can access

information and contribute to projects from

anywhere, ultimately leading to a more dynamic

and responsive business environment.

Features and Benefits

Adroit Hardware Solutions stands out in meeting

the demands of mobile workforce requirements

with a suite of features designed for optimal

performance. 

Tailored Service Offerings

Configuration/Installation Guides

Deployment Support

Tier 1 Support Guides

Support Contracts (Direct Tier 1)

Tier 2 Support Desk

Our Team of Experts

Adroit Hardware Solutions is at the forefront of

addressing mobile workforce needs with its

comprehensive range of tailored hardware

solutions. From robust tablets to cutting-edge

mobile computers and ergonomic accessories,

our Mobile Workforce Solutions are designed to

seamlessly integrate with your ERP meeting the

demands of your dynamic work environment,

offering reliability and performance for

professionals on the move.

Rugged solutions ensuring maximum availability

Ready for the warehouse, production floor or route

The right device and form factor for operation workflows

Full lifecycle support



We will work with you to ensure

compatibility. 

Joint Software 
Compatibility Check

The Right
Solution
T H E  A H S  D I F F E R E N C E

We offer a comprehensive pre-sale

service and questionnaire to help

tailor solutions to your needs.

Project Assessment and
Presale Site Questionnaire 

The AHS team has extensive

knowledge and experience in the

Food & Beverage Industry,

particularly in traceability and

inventory tracking solutions. We

are fully equipped to address your

requirements across various areas

including warehouse solutions,

shop floor management, plant

floor operations, driver proof of

delivery, and more.

Expertise



Our 
Partners

Handheld Scanners

Mobile Computers

Sensors

Adroit Hardware Solutions partners with a range of leading technology partners to

provide comprehensive solutions for you and your business. 

We aim to offer a comprehensive suite of hardware and software solutions, leveraging the

strengths of each technology partner in their respective domains. The collaboration with

these well-established companies indicates a commitment to delivering high-quality and

integrated solutions to our clients. 

Here's a brief overview of the key technologies that each partner offers: 

Handheld Scanners

Mobile Computers

Industrial Printers

Handheld Scanners

Mobile Computers

Industrial Printers

Scales

Calibration

Dimensional Weight

Label Design

Standardized Labels

ERP Integration



Let’s Connect

630-926-4559

dgilhooley@adroitna.com

www.adroithardware.com

Partner with us to unlock a world of

possibilities. Embrace innovation,

reliability, and unparalleled support for

your mobile workforce solution needs.

Adroit Hardware Solutions is committed to

empowering your business success.

Contact us today to embark on this

exciting journey together.

Empowering Innovation, 
Together.

Dennis Gilhooley Jr. 
President of Adroit Hardware Solutions


